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August 9th, 60 a.H.

FROM ONE CONTINENT TO THE NEXT….
Our Beloved Prophet arrived a few da ys ago in Ja pa n,
welcomed by enthusiastic raelians who are getting
ready for their annual seminar starting next Sunday in
Narita , Ja pan.
Already our Beloved Prophet had some meetings
organized by Junzo’s teams’. This morning, a famous
Ja panese artist visited Him. A big concert ma y be
organized soon. More on the subject in September….

SEMINARS….

In the last few weeks, our
Belov ed Prophet gave two
semina rs in
front of
hundreds of people eager
to learn from the source.
They hav e been the most
powerful ever, according to
the pa rticipants.
It started in Ca nada in the
Prophet’s gardens, in this
unique place where we ca n
be fully ourselv es, as it is
our own premises, the only
one on Earth yet ( with
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Elohika in Africa, sorry I forgot). The new
shorter v ersion of the seminar pushed the
participants to liv e even more every moment
a nd it wa s certainly intense. Our Beloved
Prophet exposed right away the new theme
of the coming year where the Raelian
Movement will focus on helping to maintain
the ecology of the pla net with a new
pollution index ( more on this soon). But the
whole week was dedica ted to the ecology of
our cells with amazing new teachings of the
Prophet RAEL who ha s been so touching.
Da niel Chabot, planetary responsible for
teaching a ssisted Him with new videos a nd new understandings of our chemistry driven
behaviors a nd Brigitte, pla neta ry responsible for communica tion developed more
scientific background. There was certainly enough ma terial to reflect on a nd most of the
new participa nts were a sking for the dates of the next seminar, to ma ke sure not to miss
it J
Here are a few quotes from
our Belov ed Prophet tha t we
ca n sha re….
« The ecology of the cell is
more important tha n the
ecology
of
our
env ironment »
« If consciousness guides
you,
you
become
unvulnera ble »
«
Th e
Consciousness
muscles up by doing
practical exercises. We must
tra in it in the a ction, put
ourselv es
in
extreme
situations »
And the participa nts certainly had to go through some pra ctica l exercises tha t we will not
disclose now … come and live it by yourself
a t our next semina r J
Two weeks later, it was in Spain, on the
Costa Brava, tha t our Beloved Prophet gave
His tea chings in front of more tha n 530
people
Here is what Pierre Gary, responsible for
teaching in Europe said:
More than 530 people were gathered to listen
to Raël, Daniel and Brigitte under the sun of
the Costa Brava, in Spain. 80 of them were
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newcomers. This seminar was somewhat special as it was held in the center of a resort
along a Spanish beach, surrounded by tourists, but also enjoying wonderful sunrises.... But
it is mainly the Verb of our Beloved Prophet that still resonates in our neurons.:
« spirituality means to nurture this special link to other people, to the universe, the link
that makes you more who you are”
“collective consciousness develops when individual consciousness does”
“ happiness is a real beauty product”
“starting with a full, total and infinite love for oneself is the only way to love humanity
fully”
Kimbangu also expressed what we all felt on this last day of the seminar in Santa Suzanna:
“ During my first seminar, I was convinced, despite being surrounded by 300 people, that
you were talking to me only... it was so right, so transparent, so clear, like the harmony of
a tuning.......
On this last seminar, I vibrated again, extraordinarily, when you asked all the new
participants to stand up, turn and look at the rest of us. There was something special in the
atmosphere, something I cannot explain, a positive force, an invisible energy, such a
moving one.... it was really incredible, although I’m not mystical (LoL)!
Only a Prophet like you can do that!
My infinite thanks to you for being with us, for your precious help and for always
surprising us with your harmony”
There are now pearls of love in the heart of each of us, pearls of beauty, serinity, distilled
with strength and determination by our Beloved Prophet; these words will resonnate all
along this new year of diffusion at the service of our fathers.
A few images of our shows... Our deep thanks to all the artists who gave us so much
pleasure!!

Frederique in Canada, au sommet de son Koichi made us cry (Canada)
art...
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Thanks to Cameron, we had the pleasure to Anouchka and Lara on a sensual night
hear our Beloved Prophet singing ( Canada (Spain)
and Spain)

Alexandra, a pure inspiration.... in Spain

Glenn who sang many new wonderful
songs, one of them , “Elohim”, moved the
audience and our Beloved Prophet deeply...
(Spain)
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Here are a few changes made in our organization during the seminars :
The following guides are now guide-assistant: Marc Girard (France), Bruno Schirato
(Italy).
The folowing guide-assistants are now trainee guides : Chris Antille (Suisse), Michel
Devaux (France).
Vitalius Prascienius (responsible for Lithuania) has been empowered as level 4.
Alexandra (England), Shirley Sooden (Italy), Princess Loona ( France) and Joseph Kollar
(Canada) who were trainee guides have been empowered as guide level 4
Marco Franceschini (Italy) , Lara (England) and Jean Francois Lecocq (France) have all
been empowered level 5.
Cameron Hanly, planetary responsible for Internet has been nominated and empowered
as Level 5.
A few new national responsible have been nominated: May Vigil (level 3) for Spain, Peter
Czagler (level 3) for Hungary, Frederico Carvalho (level 3) for Portugal and Kenny Stolpe
(level 4) for Sweden
Brigitte Boisselier was nominated in charge of lobbying towards the scientific
community.

August 6th, 60a.H.
On August 5th in the evening, in Spain, a giant cake and a big party was offered to our
Beloved Prophet to celebrate the new year.
The following day, 31 people recognized officially the Elohim and had their cellular plan
transmission done by our Beloved Prophet. More news on the celebrations around the
world in the next contact J

OUR SUPPORT WENT TO….
Our support was sent to President Chavez who has been nominated honorary guide last
year and who was recently criticized by Cardinal Rosalio Castillo in an interview
published by El Universal newspaper (Reuters, July 17th, 05). Cardinal Castillo has
accused President Chavez of being a dictator for the actions he has taken to help the poor;
while President Chavez’s government replied that they were following Jesus Christ’s
teaching by spreading the wealth to help the poor. The Prophet Rael reminded us that
« the most powerfull dictator of the world is the pope as the Vatican is the only European
state without democracy, an absolute ruler who is elected for life and is "infaillible"...So the
cardinals should keep quiet about Chavez.”
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It was also sent to the artist Spencer Tunick who has been documenting the live nude
figure in public with photography and video, organizing installations with hundreds or
thousands of volunteers, all naked, representing a piece of art... Since 1992, he has been
arrested 5 times while attempting to work outdoors in New York city. After several years
of battles and trials, the US Supreme Court gave Tunick the right to freely organize his
work in the streets of New York. Well done!!!
We also congratulate Uli Sigg who collects controversial Chinese art pieces and had them
exposed lately at the Kuntsmuseum in Bern, Switzerland. One of them from the artist Xiao
Yu represents a foetus head grafted on a seagull body, kept in formaldehyde. It was
removed from the exposition a few days ago following some pressure from visitors saying
it wasn’t respectful to the dignity of the dead!!! The Swiss Raelian Movement demands
that this art piece is shown again in public.

DIFFUSION AROUND THE WORLD
SOUTH AMERICA
Daniel Turcotte who co-assists Nicole Bertrand with Norma Toral for
the development of South America has toured the continent for a few
weeks, instilling hope in many countries… Here are a few reports from
his tour…. Congratulations Daniel J (hope you will forgive me Dan
for the choice of picture, it fits so well your new devil mission;-)

Dominican Republic
July 28th –At my arrival at the airport of Santo Domingo, a small team
is there waiting for me and we go straight to the most catholic city of the Republic: La
Vega, and , believe me, it has nothing to do with Las Vegas!
Thanks to the combined work of the local team and of Diane Brisebois, in charge of the
media for this region of the world, we were invited to 5 TV interviews.
Right after the first one, we could feel the effect in this city of more than 1 million
inhabitants. The leader of the Catholic church, padre Chelo, made nasty comments about
us in his radio show. He used many words to describe us but the one that everyone
remembered was that I was the devil himself who came to visit them. The more interviews
we had, the more aggressive the Catholics became. It was easy to measure as in each of the
interviews we had, there was an open line where listeners could express their opinion. The
more love and compassion we were showing as well. The people in the street were
stopping the national guide Eulalio Diaz, to congratulate us for our calm and the way we
answered the famous padre and his followers.
Now a well-known journalist from Dominican Republic wants to do a 1hr show on the
Raelian philosophy only.
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Also I should mention that, despite padre’s campaign against us, 5 new people joined the
movement since I arrived. Their violence has made us sympathetic in the eyes of the most
conscious who are asking themselves what this extreme reaction is trying to hide and what
interests it is trying to protectJ. The pressure was such that the place where we were
supposed to do the public conference was denied to us and we had to find another
location at the last minute. Of course legal actions are underway for breach of contract.
On July 29th, an official request to build the Embassy to welcome the Elohim was handed
to the governor of the province of La Vega, Licenciado Hugo Rafael Nunez.
The Raelians of this country are like all Raelians: wonderful human beings. They carry
hope and the light of the Elohim. They asked me to transmit their love to our Beloved
Prophet and to tell all the Raelians how happy they are to have read the Messages. In a
country that is so poor as the Dominican Republic, in a country where the mysticism is so
high and the power of the catholic religion humongous, it is very brave to become a
member of a religious movement that is not main stream and that is so revolutionary. The
truth is stronger than anything and it is such a great pleasure to spread that truth,
especially when there is adversity…
In conclusion, about 20 transmissions are scheduled on August 6th and Eulalio Robles
Diaz, the national guide, should be empowered level 4 as well.

Chile
Luis Leighton Henriquez has been nominated national guide of Chile. He is from now on
level 4 trainee and will lead the small Chilean team.
Dear Luis, you know that you can count on our full support in your new function!

Guatemala
A few days later, on August 3rd, the same request as the one done in Dominican Republic ,
in order to obtain a land to build the Embassy, has been handed to the Private secretary to
the President of the Republic of Guatemala, Dr. Oscar José Rafael B. Perdomo

Venezuela
Mehran Sam, guide in Boston, was representing the Movement at the International
Transhumanism Conference. Here is a comment
published on the website of one of the
participants…
“Yesterday I had lunch with Gregory Stock and
Mehran Sam (left), amongst others. Gregory Stock
is a noted biofuturist, while Mehran Sam is a
member of the Raelians, a UFO cult that believes
aliens genetically engineered humans and want us
to live forever and engineer life in other solar
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systems.
Stock and Sam debated carbon radio dating and faster-than-light travel fairly heatedly
before agreeing to disagree. We’ll see who was right by 2035, when the Raelians claim we
will be contacted again by our alien creators, who this time will be more careful to make
sure that the entire world is made aware of their existence. “

CANADA
Vancouver
On July 31st it was a beautiful and hot day (not just the weather) in Vancouver as the city
celebrated Gay Pride. Hundreds of
thousand of people lined up to watch
the parade and it was the perfect
opportunity for us to get people signing
the petition to protest Iran’s execution
of homosexuals. And what a success it
was! There were 3 of us raelians
involved in collecting 1,611 signatures.
The response was amazing. When
people saw our posters, they couldn’t
believe that such barbaric acts still
happen today in this world. When
asked if they would sign the petition,
most people replied with: “absolutely”.
So many people thanked us for getting involved in this and this helped in making us feel
that we were doing something important for humanity. Thank you our Beloved Prophet
for starting this action! Thank you Elohim! What a fantastic day!
Same beautiful response from the public in Montreal
where Damien Francoeur’s team has been very
active….

But in Ottawa, the Iranian Embassy didn’t like us
much as they refused to receive the representative of
ARAMIS Canada (raelian gay association)…. Our
letter of protest with more than 20,000 signatures was
refused! Aramis is more than ever determined to fight
for the right of the sexual minorities and more will be
organized in the next few days…

A QUICK TOUR AROUND THE MIDDLE EAST
By Joce Blottiere, assistant to Leon Mellul

SYRIA
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They are modern, young, revolutionary, have long hair and a hippie look, they are into “
Peace and Love”… a new generation! Arwa who is a student in mechanical engineering,
started the movement alone, 2 years ago. Today they are 8, full of hope for their country…
they translated the book and the site in Arabic, they are not afraid to spread the messages,
despite the difficulties…
IRAQ
A little light shines in this devastated country… his name is Ari, a student in medical
school, he is young and does extraordinary things… With two other people who joined
him, they write articles in a philosophical newspaper called "L'Humanisme", edited every
month. The first episode of the article was published in June under the title : “ are we
alone? Raelism!”
He explains the universe, the atom, the infinitely small and large. In his next article, he
will talk about life on other planets, extraterrestrials, UFOs and the proof in the ancient
texts of the existence of UFOs in the past, so that he can make links with the raelian
messages.
IRAN
Another very active young guy in this country, his name is Navid.
They are 3 raelians living there and they work on internet, do translation, they made a CD
about the messages that they distribute in universities. Congratulations Navid for your
courage and your determination.
LEBANON
Our young and dynamic guide Nour also diffuses in his university and Georges the
previous local leader is active on internet, on our Arabic site..
JORDAN
I couldn’t finish without talking about our wonderful brothers in Jordan. They accomplish
an amazing work and each month there is a new member. They don’t need money there,
they do their own pamphlets on computer and distribute them discretely.
Samer has all the qualities of a good guide and he gathers his team regularly with lots of
love and harmony. They are 9 already. Also Samer is the regional guide for Syria and
Lebanon.
ISRAEL
I wish to make a quick tour in the only country of the region that is not Muslim and to
share our joy about the TV programmes that have been aired about us. This year, we had
several very positive. There has been a very good program on cloning where 75% of the
time was dedicated to the Movement and our philosophy. During the whole year, this one
hour’s program was aired twice a day for a full week and repeated this way every 3
months. Recently we were asked to participate to a new show. Koby did it and seemed
very pleased with the outcome. According to him, it is like a 45min advertisement on the
movementJ
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Congratulations to the whole Middle East team, especially to those living in Muslim
countries!!

IN AFRICA.... Congratulations URIEL!!!
Uriel is touring Africa promoting his book. He is for the moment in Burkina Faso and
Lamane is of course full of joy... here is what he says:
After 2 wonderful meetings on August 2nd with the Emperor of the Mosse, the Moro
Naba, and the representative of the minister of culture in Ouaga, the program went on
beautifully:
- On August 2nd, a 2hr show was recorded on Radio Ouaga FM, the one young
people are listening to, it was aired this Friday
- An interview live on Ouaga FM on August 3rd, just before the conference
- A press conference with 6 radios, 7 newspapers and 3 TV including the national one
- A public conference in Ouaga with 150 participants including a reresentative of the
Moro Naba ( which almost never happens). We gave him a book at the end of the
conference, he bought a T-shirt” PoisonBlanc”
- Many private interviews after the conference, 17 books sold, fantastic!!
- A beautiful meeting in BoboDioulasso with the chiefs of the ethnical group Bobo.
They receive the message of Uriel very well
- A conference in Bobo, 100 people, 15 books sold... we have no more leftJ It is
impossible to describe the joy that we feel. We are going now to Elohika for the
opening of our national seminar... more beautiful emotions to come...
RAEL Oyé!!....
For our pleasure, here is an image of the article published a few days ago in Ouagadougou...
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